2007 honda civic wont start

It only takes a minute to sign up. Hey so I have this civic coupe and when I try to start the car it
doesnt click at all. The dash lights come on and that's about it. The battery light, oil pressure
light, and a small green key light all come on if I try to start the car. I have no oil leaks, no
engine cracks as far as I can tell, the battery is fully charged and I've had the oil changed in the
past 2 months. Like I said I can try to turn the ignition but only the dash lights and the following
warning lights appear. The car doesn't click when I turn the ignition either. Ive heard it could be
the alternator, the starter, or the anti-theft system in the car. Any help? The most common
cause of no crank on this model is starter failure. When this starter fails it is unlikely to make
any noise unlike the older designs that had a different solenoid design. The older types made a
loud click from the starter. If the dash lights stay on bright during a crank attempt the starter
and alternator are OK. The lights should dim a little, but not dim way down or go out, during
cranking. If the immobilizer is blocking cranking on a Honda the green key blinks. In normal
operation it comes on for a few seconds at key on and then goes off. So this system is not likely
to be the problem. If no clicks heard from under the bonnet, it could be easily starter solenoid is
stuck. In some cases, it could help if you throw few knocks on the solenoid with a stick like
hammer handle, this could free up the solenoid and your car would crank again. Sign up to join
this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 5 years ago. Active 5
years ago. Viewed 13k times. Improve this question. I have no idea what I'm doing 4, 12 12 gold
badges 33 33 silver badges 66 66 bronze badges. If the green key is on and stays on without any
type of noise from the starter, the problem is most likely the anti-theft system having an issue.
Either it doesn't recognize the key or it's broke the receiver ring is not working right. You may
try a separate key to see if it works. If not, you will probably want to get the receiver ring
replaced. Most vehicles have this around the ignition switch. Add a comment. Active Oldest
Votes. Improve this answer. Fred Wilson Fred Wilson You can't do this on that gen Civic, the
starter is buried under the intake manifold. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up
using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but
never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test
for a new Stacks editor. Related 4. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Search your problem.
Related problems:. Top problems. My vehicle works properly for up to 20 minutes and it then
stalls. I wait for around 10 minutes and it starts as if nothing had happened. I've been told that
the problem can be the coil, some relay which is before the coil or the fuse box. Everything is
now new but the problem remains, can anyone give me a hand? Comment Same issue here.
You should check both the camshaft and the crankshaft sensors. One of them must be the
cause of your problem. Thank you, Jasper. I've solved it, the problem was the knock sensor and
the computer's relay, in case it happens to you at any moment. Engine Won't start Starting.
Wont start when ever it feels like it. Will start fine once but whenever i go out somewhere and
turn it off it wont start for another minutes. Took it to the mechanics and it should be working,
apparently something about the fuel to air ratio isn't right but not sure why. Can get it started if
close off the fuel valve while starting it. I have a honda civic doing the same thing. I will not start
after it warms up. It runs fine until you turn it off then it will not start unless you wait 30 minutes.
I have changed the fuel filter,coil,icm valve,fuel regulator and regulator switch. All this did not
help. Sometimes it will start if you hold the gas peddle half way to the floor after the relay clicks
in. Battery Won't start Starting. I parked and afterwards nothing won't start. It just stays dead as
if didn't have battery, I tried to use jumper cables but it's like no electricity gets to it. The first
thing is to start it or jump start it with another battery. The second thing after starting it is to
check that the battery is working well, and that you haven't left anything turned on. If it doesn't
start at all, not even a light bulb, check the fuse right next to the battery because it must be
burnt. Car wont start Honda Civic ex 1. Won't start Ignition switch Starting. Wont start no click
Honda Civic 4door sedan 1. Rear lights Fuses Noise Won't start Starting. Thermostat Spark
plugs Heater Won't start Starting. My Honda Civic start here n there. I've replace thermostat,
new spark plugs, belts, it still won't start until I heat up the spark plugs, then it start. Can you
tell me why that is? Battery Alternator Won't start Starting. I I have alcometer in my car for 2
years for a month now the battery won't hold the charge if Boost it starts fine also my wrench
light is on when I start the car can anyone help I've gone to plenty garages they tell me my
battery and alternator are find. My car stalls out of the blue, almost every day. The curious thing
about it is that since I've bought it, the check engine light has been turned on, and when it fails
this light turns off, just as if the computer was reset for some minutes. When the vehicle stalls, I
open the switch and check whether all the lights are on, the only case in which the car starts
again. Many times it happens that I open the switch and all the lights but the check engine one
are turned on, and then the engine won't start. The scanner has been connected but no code is
released only the ABS code and the Catalytic converter one. Hope someone can help me,
thanks. Best answer according to erna. If the check engine light is on it means that there is

some sensor which is damaged, but apparently not causing any failure in your vehicle. On the
other hand, if it is off it means that the computer is not opening and thus not sending either
spark nor fuel. This failure is not provided by the scanner. Now, as the computer recibes a
signal from a fuse and has got a relay, you should first check this two things. After doing so,
you should take out the computer and try with a different one. Thanks, sylvester, it is just as
you describe it. It seems as though the problem was the computer. It has been scanned, the
computer feeding checked and apparently everything is now ok. I really don't know which was
the exact solution, but it has not failed again. Thank you so much. I thought it was the battery,
but I got it checked checked and the technician said that both the battery and the alternator
were fine. Later I went to do some shoppings, I got off the car and when I returned It just
wouldn't start. It just makes a little sound because of the starter. Buddy, check the starter
motor, It's possible that the brushes are worn out, this is a typical symtomp of starter wear. New
battery, lights and radio come on. I just put a new battery in my LX and it still won't start. I
listened for sounds, no clicks. All of the dash warning lights, headlights, radio, and even AC
come on when I turn the key, but no vroom vroom. Strange thing is the hazards lights start
blinking and won't go off, not even when I turn the car off. After wiggling the turn signal stick a
little and pressing the hazard button in a few times it cuts off. But when I open the door of the
car the hazards come on again, and are accompanied by ding ding sound like when door is
ajar--even after door is shut. I was thinking electrical problem. It turns out that the previous
owners had a type of after market alarm system that was also equipped with a type of fail start
button installed in the car. So the car will only start after either the button is pushed or the alarm
is disabled. Engine Rattling Won't start Starting. The problem I have is that when I want to start
the engine, I have to start the switch and wait around 20 seconds to start it and then it starts.
But when one is in a hurry and wants to start it quickly it won't start, and then I have to wait
around 5 minutes, then put the switch on, wait 30 seconds and start it. Then it starts but the
engine rattles a lot, I accelerate and then it goes away. I don't know what the problem is When I
first turn key it's I get nothing, not even a click than when I turn key again right away I get about
2 seconds of cranking but still no start than a little more the next time or 2 than it will start
normal. Until suddenly it wouldn't start at all that is after about a month of what I just described.
However I put jumper cables on it and after a while it started yet the battery was good and I even
put a new battery in it and it did the same thing. This is my problem i had fully charged battery. I
was told it was the starter. Had that done and back to square 1. Everything lights up but not a
sound when i turn the key. After 2 or 3 times it starts like normal Fuses Won't start Starting.
After replace main fuse my shift won't go to drive unless manually disable lock. No start has
spark Honda Civic 2 door civic 1. Won't start Starting. Started running bad going up hills and
under acceleration now won't start it has spark. Problems with a Civic? Share them. I solved my
problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on
Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help
Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit
reply. Submit reply Cancel. If no lights coming on in the dashboard and no other electrical
consumers work, the battery could be completely dead or there is no connection between the
battery and the vehicle electrical system. Check if the battery terminals look tight. If the battery
is completely dead, jump starting might help. In this case, try turning the steering wheel left and
right while gently jiggling the ignition key â€” this might help to release the steering lock. Check
the battery and the terminal cable connections. If they look really corroded, you need to clean
the battery posts and cable connectors or replace the cables and try to start the engine. Also
check the starter. The solenoid attached to the top of the starter can fail, as well as the
components inside. Replace starter solenoid, starter contacts, starter assembly or repair starter
circuit as required. Very often this could be caused by a low battery or poor connection between
the battery and starter. There are many possible causes, but we know it is neither a battery nor
a starter problem. Just remember: a vehicle will always require air, fuel, and the ignition to
operate. Check the fuel. If the wrong amount of fuel is being injected into the comb
2002 chevy s10 starter
2016 subaru brz limited
new holland manuals free download
ustion chamber, or being injected at the wrong time, the engine will not start. Again, this will be
a case where the engine cranks over, but will not actually run. This could be caused by a few
different parts including the fuel pump, fuel filter, fuel injectors, and fuel lines. Some of those
options are a stretch, but do have an effect on the system. Start with the fuel injectors, and
make sure they are clean. Check the spark. Without spark to ignite the fuel mix in the
combustion chamber, the engine will not start. Spark issues are not limited to the plugs. Check

the spark plug wires, the distributor or module, and plug gap. These all have a huge effect on
the function of the ignition system. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Advertising Download Car
Mechanic Workshop from play store. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Download Car Mechanic Workshop from play store.

